
P resident Evo Morales has made his legacy 
in Bolivia by presenting himself as a 
man of the people. Under his socialist 

administration, he decreased poverty by more 
than 60 percent through public spending and 
social programs, successfully re-nationalized 
natural resources, and, as the country’s 
first indigenous president, implemented a 
new constitution that strengthens Bolivia’s 
indigenous rights. However, recent events 
indicate Morales is transitioning from a 
moderate populist towards an undemocratic 
autocrat. In addition to corruption scandals, 
desperate attempts to control free speech, 
and a falling approval rating, Morales is now 
attempting to flout the constitution to remain 
in power longer than its term limits allow. 
Despite a failed referendum that would have 
allowed him to run for a fourth term, Morales 
defied the voters and accepted his Movement 
To Socialism (MAS) party’s nomination for 
president. But in order to avoid moving Bolivia 
towards autocracy, Mr. Morales must instead 
step down and name a successor. 

First elected in 2005, Morales has already 
overstayed his constitutional welcome. 
The Bolivian Constitution allows only two 
consecutive five-year terms in office, yet 
Morales has served three. A constitutional 
tribunal justified this breach by discounting his 
first term, saying Bolivia’s constitutional change 
in 2009 barred him from completing it. Now, 
Morales is once again looking to maintain power 
through a loophole, either via constitutional 
reform or renouncing office prematurely. While 
some argue his administration may not have 
first intended to violate the Constitution, 
this second attempt makes clear Morales is 
superseding the law and public opinion, a 
dangerous step toward autocracy. In order to 
preserve Bolivia’s democracy, Morales must 
step down and initiate a peaceful transition 
of power. 

As Morales’ term has grown longer, he has 
also made undemocratic attempts to cover 
up allegations of corruption. Morales’ ex-
girlfriend, Gabriela Zapata, was jailed shortly 
after being accused of obtaining multi-million 
dollar state contracts for her employer, CAMC, 
by leveraging her government connections with 
Morales. The Morales administration initially 

rejected any allegations of influence peddling, 
saying his relationship with Ms. Zapata 
ended in 2007 while the alleged contracts 
were awarded in 2013. Yet their arrest of Ms. 
Zapata just days after for the same crime they 
denied suggests otherwise. While the scope 
of corruption remains unclear, the Morales 
administration’s attempt to cover up the scandal 
has only increased suspicion. 

Even without his constitutional breach 
and the Zapata scandal, Morales’s actions still 
demonstrate a desire to consolidate power 
at the expense of democracy. For example, 
following his 2016 referendum defeat, Morales 
threatened to censor the press and call for a 
new vote, saying coverage of the Zapata scandal 
created widespread misinformation intended 
to discredit him. Preceding the 2015 local 
elections, Morales threatened to not cooperate 
with members of the opposition party should 
they win. And despite pledges to prioritize 
sustainability, Morales promised to construct 
a highway through the Tipnis indigenous 
parkland until protesters converged on the 
capital of La Paz in 2011. Recently, he has come 
under fire for government mismanagement of 
the country’s drought and for cozying up to 
conservative business opponents despite having 
pledged to prioritize indigenous voices. Such 
actions call into question whether Morales is 

shifting on his original campaign promises and 
censoring dissent. 

Yet, a fragmented and tainted opposition 
complicates Morales’ removal. It is for this 
reason many argue Morales is the best hope 
for political stability in the country, despite his 
undemocratic actions. For instance, National 
Unity’s opposition leader Rafael Quispe 
illegally consulted with the US embassy to 
strengthen his campaign and is implicated in 
another corruption scandal. Meanwhile, former 
opposition candidates Samuel Doria Medina of 
the National Unity Front and past President 
Jorge Quiroga from the Christian Democrats 
have repeatedly failed to gain a plurality and 
are unlikely to stand a chance against Morales. 

But arguments that suggest there are no 
viable alternatives to Morales sell Bolivia’s 
democracy short. Although there may not be 
feasible replacements outside of MAS, there are 
certainly a few within it. Party leaders such as 
current Governor of Cochabamba Edmundo 
Novillo or Governor of La Paz César Cocario 
could run strong campaigns. Although both run 
the risk of being seen as handpicked by Morales, 
they are undoubtedly favorable to another term 
edging toward oppression. Moreover, the party 
has a large majority in Congress and most local 
departments, indicating large political capital 
and sufficient levels of public support to govern 
without Morales. Thus, the easiest and most 
stable way to ensure a peaceful transition of 
power in Bolivia is through a socialist successor. 

Regardless of recent events, Morales’ legacy 
is one of public service that has supported the 
common people and codified many of their 
rights. However, his manipulative attempts 
to hold onto power will undermine these 
victories. To preserve the legacy he has worked 
for, Morales must step down and name a 
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